Words for Arizona
Arizona: God enriches; God prospers you.
7-10-07
Chuck: .We speak to Arizona and New Mexico today and say, “Cry out for God to come in.”
Father we say that the spirit of prophecy will begin to fall. There is a dividing spirit in Phoenix.
Your love will begin to pour out on that region. We thank You for opening up the way for
Arizona to begin to come to You in a new way.
4-4-10
Chuck: Lands are shifting. The border between Mexico and California, Arizona, New Mexico
and Texas, beginning in the west and going east.
Skyway Church 1-16-11
Chuck: There will be an open heaven that will rest over this Church.Even though u r going
through some things Gage what u r doing. Whatever is on your path to take you out u already
have the strength to take it out.
The Spirit is coming in to hover in this place. He is going to hover over the campus. There will
be strategies and divine meetings in this place. A new birth is coming here.
The glory will come and dwell in this place. Where tahr glory dwells you change.
The supply line over this region is now shifting into a new dimension- Go with the shift. Before
you is the invincible structure or obstruction to your promise. It is a requirement this year to
submit to move forward. My word will become liquid within you that it becomes your blood if
you will meditate. Don&#39;t touch a thing they have because it&#39;s God&#39;s First Fruit.
you must
become aware of the supernatural around you both good and evil.
Align the leaders of the Houses of faith. Faith will explode in a circle in this region.
12-1-11
Chuck: There are many with authority that have ruled that know how to stop my plan for not
only a state but a nation. I say to you tonight the administration of the spirit realm of all of
Arizona shifts this night.
I say to this place called Sedona, “You will be as the time when Elijah shifted the administration
of heaven so that it rained in the earth realm. You will see many; you will see many falling by
the way side; many who are performing miracles even as in the days of Moses and from that
day forward into Jezebel’s day. You will see those beginning to have no power and My people
being sought out for power. Allow Me to administrate the power of God that I have released
into Arizona and from this stronghold place, create a new form of worship. There will be a time
when 450 come to this place that are My people and My prophets. They will gather into this
city and they will worship Me violently for 3 days and by doing that the borders of America will
shift completely. “

I say to you that are here, “You will be the first fruits of My shaking. I will shake those with
sound so that sound abounds. I will shake those with gifts so that gifts re unwrapped. This is
the beginning in a place that is desert and known as “Arizona’ of an oasis beginning to arise.”
I say to you, “A new move of God will come into this state. Watch and watch how I begin to
birth a place for people to drink from. There are people who carry water here but there will
become places where people can go to and drink.”
I say, “The economy that has been so dry and in drought will begin to take a shift by April.”
I say, “Things are beginning to change and because of this gathering tonight in this place that I
chose for this gathering to occur, I decree from heaven, a new administration, a new
government and a new kingdom thrust in the land called America is released this night.”
I say, “California will shake. Maine will rise up and you will hear a word coming out of Maine
that penetrates down through New Mexico and Arizona; that shakes loose things in Texas and
causes Nevada and Utah to come alive in Me.”
I say, “The sound from California will shift into a new mode. Worship will come alive in a new
way and media will begin to shift from the state called California.”
I say, “Tonight you gathered with Me to witness not only a shifting of talents, where your
talents can express themselves as was expressed in the art work, but also the gifts in My
kingdom will now begin to align in an accelerated form and borders in America will change and
there will be conversions on both sides of the borders and harvest will rise up in the midst of
Arizona and what would have exploded will now become a great light to the nation.”
Father, right now I ask You to untie and increase the gifts of God in everyone who gathered in
this meeting. Father, I decree now, from this night forward, they will be able to ascend into the
heavens beyond any place they have gone. They will have revelation of unlocking. They will
have the ability to express Me in ways.
5-20-12
Chuck: Now guys hear what God is saying this summer there is a war over water whatever state
you’re in, whatever nation you’re in there is a war over water. Water is deep down in us if you
have given your heart and allowed Holy Spirit to come in the Bible says there is a well of living
water that can rush up into places and move you into a fullness of God’s plan. California you
will have a war over water this summer. You will have a war over water in Arizona. Nevada
there will be a war over water, Mexico get ready for the war is coming over water. I say to you
in the Home Land Security watch for the war is now shifting to the water.
1-30-13
Chuck: So this year is linked with rain. I was telling them just in Starting The Year Off Right in
Arizona with Worship in Tucson which we had a great crowd like this. And in the midst of it the
worship team I looked at them and said you bring down the song that’s in Heaven for Arizona
and they came within a 45 minute period with a new song called Desert Rain. And then we
decreed as a sign rain would begin to fall in Tucson that was a sign to all of America and God
people over the desert being watered. And notice on the news Tucson has never flooded the
way it flooded in this past week. See when you unlock Heaven Heaven’s gonna penetrate into
your earth realm.

5-19-13
Chuck: See God’s not gonna forget the double portion over this region He’ll never forget it.
It’s in His heart He spoke it. He spoke it about Alabama being the first state that would rise
up be so filled with God’s glory, it and Arizona that’s why I came to these two states. This
state would be so used by God that is would affect an entire nation.
6-22-13
Melinda Richardson: This morning I heard the Lord say out of Daniel 10:12 that I have come
He sent angelic hosts to come because of the mere words that we spoke that we released and
decreed in the atmosphere. He said because you set your heart and your mind to gain skill
and understanding I’ve now come as an answer.
So we decree and declare in the States of Arizona, New York, New Jersey, Delaware and
Pennsylvania there has been a cry that God has heard. The River is now forming, flowing and
know that the angelic host that has been held back today is a day of increased angelic hosts,
angelic activity will move. Open up your heart, your Spirit man and you’re ears to receive
because he’s standing tall and strong. The Lord of Hosts has loosed and angelic being and
angelic hosts to move on our behalf. You’ll watch un-precedent healings and wholeness as
your dream. There’s a wholeness coming out of this because that’s the answer. Our words
have now aligned with the righteousness of God Himself and we will now see the answers to
His words being manifested here in Jesus’ Name.
5-28-14
Chuck: Chuck Pierce: Now let’s decree over the Western part of the US, California, Arizona
particularly let’s decree that the shadow of that fire will be extinguished by the shadow of
the Holy Spirit. See fire will come until the Holy Spirit rises up touches into the atmosphere
and the shadow of Holy Spirit overshadows the fire and brings rain down. Father we say let
the people arise, let Holy Spirit rise up from the earth in California. In Arizona, in Nevada let
Holy Spirit rise in a way that the shadow of the Spirit of God overshadows the fire and
produces rain!
3-1-15
Chuck: The Lord would say I’m going to be moving along the West Coast I’m gonna be coming
down and the waters will begin to churn. I’m gonna churn in Alaska, Hawaii, Washington,
Oregon and California. I say there’s a Move that I’m funneling in even the resources are
going to be restructured along the West Coast. And then I say all of those that receive the
Next Move of the Oil of My Anointing I say I’m going to send that Move, it’s gonna come it’s
gonna be moving underground through Nevada, through Arizona, through Mexico. And I say
there will be an explosion here in the center that causes that Move of God to unfreeze the
East Coast saith the Lord.
1-21-17

Chuck Pierce: Seven years ahead. Showed Arizona first. How will America change? America
must learn to play the trump card.
Here I am on the Day Trump is inaugurated, in the first state He showed me! First state after we
played trump card, Arizona.
What is God saying, HE IS CREATING BEACHHEAD HERE.
You will create a stand, move forward and create entry point for Victory to occur.
Wear Joseph&#39;s coat today so whatever structure of Babylon is coming against, we will
come above.
This will spread to a new generation, released to leaders of state, Will be known Arizona
became beachhead and used favor to become starting point for the nation.
Four whirlwinds on each corner of Arizona. Looked like it could be caught up like Dorothy’s
house. But they didn’t remain on the corner.
Many iniquitous thrones on borders, it&#39;s changing but not changed yet.
Arizona was the whirlwind state for His Glory to come upon, there was explosion of glory and
iniquities could not stand under the explosion occurring in Arizona.
Judah has to be preeminent in Arizona. Apostolic tribe that understood how to use sound to go
to war.
“You will create a sound, moving whirlwind, that causes such movement throughout this “
God said I’m making a new cycle. Tonight in Arizona, a new cycle over you, over this state,
inthis nation, that will bring you into a plan of fullness you&#39;ve never seen before. I will
causeJudah to go first, move you into a place you’ve never been before.
Weakness and lack, on you, dwindles and dwindled again, eaten away covenant blessings, they
start breaking tonight. I decree eye of God is resting upon Arizona to produce a fullness of His
glory, Let me rearrange your narrow way of thinking, border war state of nation. Show reality of
borders, removing narrow borders in minds and hearts of people, example of Arizona. Create
movement and through process awakening and Judah will rise and go first. Judah sang and
displayed the glory cause nation to be jealous of glory. Jews awakening.
Lord I have begun to make a new cycle and lack will not be able to stop you!
The word over Arizona, is “beachhead.’ Starting today, create beachhead in this nation! In this
state! Gain authority in, established in, move in and out of.
Revive us! Refill us! Restore us! Remantle us! Create a beachhead here in Arizona!
10-4-18
Chuck Pierce: I am here to say to Arizona, “Call forth the watchman and prophets and tell
them to arise!” So that says there is going to be a new movement prophetically.
The will of God is an explosion of Gods glory in Arizona.
Now, there is something about to happen in Arizona that is going to shake this nation.
The Spirit of God is coming. I look back when there was an explosion of the Spirit in the late
60’s, early 70’s, it turned everything upside down. The church was not ready for it. The church
didn’t want it. I don’t see that happening this time. I believe we are prepared. I believe here in
Arizona you’re prepared for this.
For I am here to announce in Arizona, you are the first state that is going to turn back the battle

at the gate.
I don’t know anything about your government and what’s going on here in Arizona, but you
about to become a model. And something is going to happen in this state that we all need to
take you as a sign to come.
I want to say 3 things, in Arizona that is about to explode. There is something you are doing in
us that is that is about to be birthed, and there is a creative sustenance ability in each one of us
that is going to be unlocked.
3-12-21
Chuck Pierce: First state God showed me was Alabama – in this state Alabama had a glory
dimension that came out of it. The was the first state of awakening, it had this Glory dimension,
it covered the state and then it went out to the nation
Second Arizona- had a glory explosion in it, it was like glory tornadoes coming from the outside
and then there was an explosion that occurred of Glory that covered Arizona.
Of course, there is always the throne of iniquity, that the only way they will fall, is for a new
dimension of glory worship to come thru Judah in a state
Then there of course is Alaska, Alaska had key places, it was vast, it had a new horizon forming
on it. If you remember, it was called the beginning and the end of the nation.
And Alaska I say let the beginning occur.
I have watched you transform thru these years, let the beginning occur.
Don’t forget Russian would like to come thru and stop your movement , but God will form that
Glory highway thru you , it will l connect with Arizona.
I see a movement of Jewish people, I see a movement all the way back to Israel, with these
three states aligning.
3-11-21
Robert Roehl: Trying to get our footing because the ground was rolling.
It’s like I saw Kent , it was like you stepped into it, it’s almost like a new movement pattern that
you started sensing on the ground.
I saw each one of us just start stepping into the roll and I heard the Lord saying, this is a new
day and a new season, but how you functioned before He says, he is causing us to step in to a
new place and a new realm. Whereby He is opening up the heavens and pouring out a blessing
in the land of Alaska, Alabama , Arizona, and it’s not contained to our three states but I was
hearing Him say, step into the roll of my wave, step into it and see what I will do in this land and
with you.
Mary Glazier: And there is three-fold cold that He is forging between Alaska , Alabama, and
Arizona. For God says He is going to call out of that dry land of Arizona , He is going to cause a
new fire and a new flow of Holy Ghost oil of God, for there is a golden oil , that is locked up in
Arizona that will yet pour out and that state will take a stand in the nation in a way that will
shake even the political arena and especially those that are hungry for the fire of God.
For the Lord says that He out of Alabama will come miracles, miracles miracles for you called a

state that is carrying miracles in your belly and you will be involved in the miracles you have
never seen before.
For what flows out of Alaska is going to impact Arizona and Alabama in a powerful way
No date
Chuck Pierce: Wow! Now remember last week we started prophesying about the West
Coast, Washington, Oregon. Let’s continue to prophesy. The Lord would say I’m going to be
moving along the West Coast I’m gonna be coming down and the waters will begin to churn.
I’m gonna churn in Alaska, Hawaii, Washington, Oregon and California. I say there’s a Move
that I’m funneling in even the resources are going to be restructured along the West Coast.
And then I say all of those that receive the Next Move of the Oil of My Anointing I say I’m
going to send that Move, it’s gonna come it’s gonna be moving underground through
Nevada, through Arizona, through Mexico. And I say there will be an explosion here in the
center that causes that Move of God to unfreeze the East Coast saith the Lord.
12-21-14
Anne Tate: Now Lord we thank You for the angelic presence that has just come in. We
thank You for the angels that are working with each person who needs a miracle.
I say Lord that we don’t work by ourselves we work in context with the Holy Spirit and with
the angelic assistance that You’ve sent us. Lord I see You sending angels out of here. I see
them being deployed right now into the atmosphere and going into Arizona, going into other
parts of Texas. We say that the miracle working power is being released in Mexico.
From report on Beersheva gathering filed 10-11-10
Comment by Chuck: Vision given caused us to understand that Arizona would be the
State that would affect our legal structure the most in the US.

